
God and the Pandemic 

Week 5 – After Class Questions for Reflection 

 

1. Why do you think that we must lament and what should we be 

lamenting about? Do any passages from the book of 

Lamentations speak to you in your current life situation?  

 

2. What is the significance of watching and praying with Jesus in 

Gethsemane? What does it mean to be in Gethsemane with 

Jesus? How does your experience of being with Jesus in 

Gethsemane help you to live as one of God’s people in this 

crisis?  

 

3. Do you think that we can answer the problem of evil if we argue 

that God has delegated many aspects of his world to human 

beings and thereby has run the risk that they will grieve him by 

doing evil? Why or why not?  

 

4. The Church’s mission began with three things—tears, locked 

doors, and doubt. Reflect on a moment when you first had tears 

in your eyes, locked your doors, and lost hope due to fear and 

doubt from the pandemic. Then, share how these moments 

might mark the occasion for you to participate in God’s mission 

for the world.  

 



5. Do you think that there is any room left for faith and hope? Do 

you think that there is any room for love, although we are 

physically isolated? Why or why not?  

 

8. For centuries, Christians have helped people in need. For 

example, the Church has built hospitals, offered education, run 

food banks, homeless shelters, etc. In turn, these places and 

ministries have become signs of God’s kingdom in society. In 

what ways can Christians continue to meet the needs of society? 

In light of the pandemic, are there any new areas that the Church 

should pursue in order to help people in need?  

 

9. What is the cost of the Church sliding into a Platonic rejection of 

the world and offering an escapist evangelism and spirituality? 

 

10. What has driven the Church to be irrelevant to the world?  

 

11. In your opinion, what is the best way for the Church to engage 

with society? Do you think that the ways that the Church has 

been engaging with society are effective and fruitful?  

 

12. If there is one lesson that you have learned from the crisis of 

COVID-19, what is it? As soon as things return to normal, do 

you think people will forget the lessons that we learned during 



the pandemic. What lessons should we not forget as we move 

forward?  

 

13. Read Psalm 72.1–4, 12–14, and pray for those who are 

underprivileged for justice, provision, and protection. Pray for 

those who live locally and pray for those who live globally.  

 

14. Do you see Asclepius (the god of healing) and Mammon (the 

money-god) as polar opposites? Why do you think that we are 

forced to choose either one of these “gods?” Is there a way that 

we can balance things in order to save lives and prevent 

economic ruin?  

 

15. Where do you think that we should go from here?  


